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This study aimed to investigate the attitude towards advertising promoted by sports' endorsement in social me-

dia. The present study was correlation research. The statistical population was Iranian university students. A

total of 236 questionnaires were collected using cluster-random sampling. In inferential statistics, Pearson corre-

lation coeficient andmultiple regressionwere used for data analysis. To assess the reliability of the questionnaire,

Cronbach's Alpha was used (0.94%). The coeficient of determination (R2) shows the variance explanation and

the changing dependent variable by the sum of independent variables and the factors related to sports endorsers

explaining 20% of consumers' attitudes towards advertising. F = 15.02 indicates that four independent variables

have high explanatory power and well- explained the extent of the variation of the dependent variable. In general,

the results of this study showed that there is a signiicant relationship between dependent and independent vari-

ables, and among these four factors, the endorsed testimonial can be a good predictor of the consumer attitude

towards the advertisements promoted by athletes. This analysis, one can hope that the sport's celebrities and their

popularity will be used to improve the position of advertising on social media and society and will seek to inform

and identify the product to customers, as well as easier access, with trust the quality and services of the products.

© 2020 The Author(s). Published by TAF Publishing.

INTRODUCTION

The ability of advertisements to originate a supportive

attitude towards a brand or product greatly depends

on the consumers’ attitude towards the advertisement

(Darmawan, Mardikaningsih, & Hariani, 2019). Promoting

a product by a celebrity is a great way to encourage audi-

ences to buy the product. The Strategy; i.e. this product is

tried and true, usually has good results, because this strat-

egy is based on the relative approach; if you like a famous

person, you normally trust him/her and act on away that

recommended and advertised by him or her. Celebrity en-

dorser has a signiicant positive effect on the consumers’

purchase decision (Pranee & Papapankaid, 2017; Putra &

Ningrum, 2019). Nowadays, with the increasing popularity

of sports and the success of well-known athletes, the use

of athletes in promoting and marketing to products has be-

come a very signiicant phenomenon (Jatto, 2014). In the

meantime, many companies compete in the use of celebrity

athletes in their advertising to promote their products, and

they are struggling to gain more proit by understanding

this emerging approach and promoting their products by

athletes (Cunningham, 2012). In 2010, sponsors invested a

total of $ 46.3 billion on their advertising campaigns, which

endorsed by sport’s endorsers. Only in the US $ 17.2 bil-

lion were spent (Koo, Ruihley, & Dittmore, 2012). Traders

in the United States and other countries have recognized

that sports endorsement as the most valuable investment

brings them to the multidisciplinary performance of their

industry. The beneits of this investment include: increased

and return of capital, a willingness and a positive attitude

towards the products and the services, the creation of ap-

pealing for products, being better at obtaining, keeping and

retaining customers and the possibility of increasing prod-

uct sales, promotions and at the end increasing brand loy-

alty (Saputra &Dewi, 2016; Schaefer, Parker, &Kent, 2010).

Perhaps this is hard to believe, but the result of widespread
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use of sports endorsement has a stronger memorization in

people's minds and save images of athlete endorsers more

than other people. For example, people prefer to see im-

ages or videos from someone likeMichael Jordan than a pic-

ture of Bill Clinton or pictures of politicians, economists or

historian igure (Andrews &Durvasula, 1991; Manta, 2013;

Mudrick, Sauder, & Davies, 2019). It is also worthy to men-

tion, companies that align themselves with sport must ac-

cept the unpredictable risks that are common in sport, such

as the performance of an athlete, athlete character and the

player's position, all affects the value of sport as a promot-

ing tool (Cunningham & Bright, 2012). Today, for many

people, it is hard to imagine a society without sports and

athletes as a key factor in their life. Sports news has its sec-

tion in most newspapers, and they can be viewed on vari-

ous TV channels and used as a focal point for the gathering

of many communities (Manta, 2013).

Among the advertising tools, mass media have had more

success in inluencing their users (Williamson, 2011). The

fans follow their favorite celebrities through the mass me-

dia, without waiting for the next publication of journals or

even morning newspapers (Cunningham & Bright, 2012).

Mass media is an important tool for promoting and adver-

tising companies. They act as a two-way lines for their fans

to get new information (Campbell, Pitt, Parent, & Berthon,

2011; Cunningham, 2012). Socialmedia has becomewidely

accepted as an important tool of advertising since its incep-

tion amongst various categories of users around the world,

especially admitted by adults, young people, and adoles-

cents who migrated from traditional Media (Stever & Law-

son, 2013). Therefore, brands must have a social media

presence. Advertising through social media is also more

cost-effective and eficient than utilizing traditional media

channels (Matenga, 2019). In thisway, celebrities use social

media as a concept that creates a two-way communication

and interaction with their brand (Stever & Lawson, 2013).

The reasons for the popularity of social media are; because

of easy communication, especiallywith the younger genera-

tion and the appropriate expense to promote products and

brands (Smith & Stewart, 2014; Sudarmiatin, 2019). The

media also provided away for celebrities to promote differ-

ent products to their fans (Whiting & Williams, 2013). An-

nually Millions of dollars are spent on celebrities by mar-

keters (Elberse & Verleun, 2012). These marketers have

accepted the media as a communication concept that has

a positive impact on consumers (Campbell et al., 2011).

Therefore, it is necessary to ensure that these endorsing are

effective and provide cost-beneit returns. Researches have

shown that 88%ofmarketers are associatedwith socialme-

dia in their marketing strategies. Marketers and advertis-

ers spend almost $ 60 billion a year on marketing by social

media (Whiting &Williams, 2013). One of the reasons why

social media overtaking other marketing tools is providing

direct access between celebrities and their fans. These tools

provide a placewhere celebrities can communicate directly

with fans, as their fans prefer, want and are interesting to

them(Stever&Lawson, 2013). Socialmedia hasbuilt a two-

way communication channel between celebrities and pub-

lic igures so that fans can better evaluate the real fact of

their favorite celebrities (Cunningham & Bright, 2012).

Whiting and Williams (2013) sought to know; why peo-

ple used social media? They concluded that the main rea-

son for using social media was two-way action, information

seeking, time-consuming, entertainment, relaxation. They

explained the tendency of celebrities to communicate with

their fans around the world has led them to select social

media as the best communication tool to reach their goal.

Fans also wanted to be a unique section of the world of

popular people. People also use mass media as an alterna-

tive tool to have face-to-face communication with celebri-

ties. It's easier for a fan to follow a well- known charac-

ter through social media than in the real world (Whiting

& Williams, 2013). Therefore, with the growing popular-

ity of sporting events, it seems that marketers and adver-

tising companies have been spending millions of dollars on

sports endorsement to improve their convincing and effec-

tive communications with customers. As companies con-

tinue to invest in sports endorsement, they also use so-

cial media for their online advertising and invest more in

these platforms. They have accepted the tactics of using so-

cial media as part of their business and marketing strategy

(Williamson, 2011). Therefore, social media play a role as

a potential shortcut, where fans, athletes, and companies

can appear in a common place for exchange and meeting

each other (Cunningham & Bright, 2012; Polat, Subay, &

Uluturk, 2018). Then it is common in sports for organiza-

tions to share stories with their fans (Laurell & Söderman,

2018). By carefully survey on themarketing science, the ef-

fect of the presence of celebrities on the brand image and

the behavior of consumers is easily recognizable. In some

countries like India, the use of this type of advertising has

led people to have a great deal of interest in using domes-

tic products. In general, the success and performance of

celebrities will have a huge impact on brand success. Ac-

cording to statistics since 1995, the use of celebrities in ad-

vertising has more than doubled. With the expansion of

massmedia, a new type of celebrity has emerged as a virtual

celebrity (Mullin, Hardy, &Sutton, 2014). In Iran since1979
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(after the Islamic Revolution of Iran), the use of images or

names of famous andwell-known people in advertisements

whose purpose was to raise awareness of consumers about

products and services was banned. So in the eighties, the

presence of athletes and artists was prohibited in advertis-

ing. In the late 1990s, Karim Bagheri broke this taboo after

the Iraniannational football teamhadqualiied for the 1998

World Cup in France. He contractedwith Darougar Holding

(a factory make health and beauty products), for advertis-

ing, which faced strange criticism. In the 2000s, other fa-

mous athletes have also been used in advertising. And then

the presences of other celebrity athletes in the advertise-

ment and promotion of Iranian and non-Iranian products.

In the meantime, Hossein Rezazadeh, who has two- time

Olympicweightlift champion, broke the record of endorsing

and advertising in Iran! Watta Mineral, Traktorsazi (Truck-

ing factory), Behran Oils, and the most interesting and con-

troversial endorsingwasRobinson's real state inDubai. En-

dorsing that has been the subject of criticism for a long time

(Kahle & Kahle, 2006). Recent studies have suggested that

there is a chronological element to communications on so-

cial network sites (Leng & Chiu, 2019), and with these in-

terpretations, it seems that the space for the presences of

celebrities in Iranian social media commercials have be-

come a bit more acceptable and popular, but how this pro-

cess will continue in the future is considerable. Due to the

emergence of marketing in social media by us of sports’

endorsement and a few researches have done in Iran, this

study sought to examine whether the consumers’ attitude

towards advertising is inluenced by athlete endorsement

in social media?

Hypothesis

The hypothesis in this study consists of ive hypotheses,

namely:

H1: The relevance of the promotional message with en-

dorsed product has a signiicant effect on attitude towards

Ad.

H2: The involvement of the promotional message with

product has a signiicant effect on attitude towards Ad.

H3: The testimonial or recommendation to product by ath-

lete endorser has a signiicant effect on attitude towards Ad.

H4: The congruency between the product and athlete en-

dorser has a signiicant effect on attitude towards Ad.

H5: There is a signiicant correlation between the sports’

endorsers and consumers’ attitude toward Ad.

RESEARCHMETHODOLOGY

The present research is applied in terms of objective and

descriptive-survey, correlational type, in terms of data col-

lection. The statistical population of the study was univer-

sity students all around Iran who were selected by cluster

sampling. In this research, the relationship between sports’

endorsement and attitude towards advertising in socialme-

dia is examined. Using the Pearson correlation coeficient

(with the conirmation of the assumptions of the use of

parametric statistics). Multi-linear regression using to ex-

amine one dependent variable andmore than one indepen-

dent variables, the linear relation equation was determined

between these variables. To assess consumers attitude to-

ward advertising which endorsed by sports’ celebrity a re-

searcher made questioner which is operationalized from

previous researches and the scale is revisedaccording to the

needs of this study, with a total of 40 questions. The items

of questioner that used in this study were operationalized

from previous researches which refers to the scale of the

study of, (Cunningham & Bright, 2012). The scale used

by (Ohanian, 1990), was adapted for attitude towards ad-

vertising (14-questions). Sports’ endorsement attributes

consist of 4 sub-scale, including: 1- (Andrews & Durva-

sula, 1991), was used for the relevance variable (4- ques-

tions). 2- Involvement variable (4-questions) adopted from

(Swinyard, 1993). 3- (Feick & Higie, 1992), was used for ex-

amining testimonial variable (5-questions). Athletes- prod-

uct congruence variable (13- questions) was adopted from

(Till & Busler, 2000). The survey instrument utilized a ive-

point Likert scale anchored along strongly disagree (1) to

strongly agree (5). Of the 289 questionnaires were dis-

tributed, 267 were returned, while 31 were discarded be-

cause they either were spoilt or had missing values, leav-

ing only 236usable surveys for subsequent statistical analy-

sis. The reliability assessment for the instrumentwas ascer-

tained by computing the Cronbach’s alpha coeficient values

(0.94). Regression analysis was conducted to ascertain the

predictive validity of the study. Also, to ensure the validity

of the questions and the items evaluated by the concepts,

which is used in this research, the approval of 9 experts in

the ield of marketing and sport marketing who act in aca-

demic levels were used.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, the 1-5 hypotheses of this study are an-

swered and discussion about it. Cronbach’s α coeficient

is used to measure the internal consistency between vari-

ables. The higher α coeficient indicates that the results of

each item in the questionnaire tend to be more consistent,
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indicating that the questionnaire has higher reliability. As

can be seen from Table 1 above, α values of the variables

are all greater than 0.7. Therefore, the questionnaire has

good reliability values. Reliability and descriptive analysis

are shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Reliability and descriptive analysis

Variable Mean Std. Deviation Cronbach’s Alpha

Attitude 38.39 8.86 0.84

Relevance 11.99 3.24 0.70

Involvement 10.75 3.39 0.78

Testimonial 14.10 4.39 0.83

Congruence 37.26 11.00 0.91

Total 112.51 25.44 0.94

Findings in this study showed that from the four indepen-

dent variables which tested, between three variables have a

direct relationship with low intensity with depended vari-

able. The relevance of the message with the advertised

product (31%), the involvement of the advertisingmessage

with product that endorsed (32%), as well as the athlete-

product congruence (between the product advertised with

the athlete endorser) (30%). In other words, the positive

attitude of people towards advertising which endorsed by

athletes in social media is increasing with these three fac-

tors, but with a low intensity. The fourth factor was the

testimonial, a recommendation and guarantee of messages

that athletes send to advertise theproducts, had adirect and

moderate relationship (44%). This showed that recommen-

dation and ensuring about products giving by sports’ en-

dorsement as a testimonial have a stronger impact on the

attitudes toward advertising on social media.

TABLE 2. Results of the correlation matrix

Variable Attitude Relevance Involvement Testimonial Congruency

Attitude 1 0.313 0.328 0.449 0.308

relevance 1 0.572 0.599 0.599

involvement 1 0.623 0.642

testimonial 1 0.617

congruency 1

Regarding the relationship between independent variables,

the results of the correlation matrix according to Table 2,

is shown that the relevance of the message with endorsed

product, which provided by the athletes, was the highest

correlation with the testimonial messages, as well as the

congruency between product and the athlete endorser to

the sameextent aswith59.9%whichhadadirect and strong

relationship. The involvement of the promotional message

also had the highest correlation with the congruency be-

tween the product and the athlete, which had a direct and

strong correlation with 64%. The next factor is the testi-

monial of the message provided by the athlete, which had

the highest correlationwith involvement variable by select-

ing an appropriate message with intensity of 62% and a di-

rect relationship. Overall the attitude to advertising had the

highest correlation with testimonial with 44%.

TABLE 3. Regression analysis

R R Square Adjusted R square Std. Error of the Estimate F Sig

0.454 0.206 0.193 5.28 15.02 0.00

To explore the relationship between the four dimensions of

sports’ endorsement and attitude towards advertisement a

multiple regression is conducted. The results of the analy-

sis are displayed in Table 3. The correlation coeficient (R)

between the variables is (0.452) which indicates the corre-

lation between the independent and dependent variables of

the research. The number is more close to 1, the correla-

tion is stronger. According to the number obtained, the re-

lation between the dependent and independents variables

is accepted. (R2) value explains the overall relationship be-
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tween the dependent variable (attitude towards advertis-

ing) and the independent variables consisting of the four

dimensions of sports’ endorsement. The (F) value shows

the distance from the null hypothesis and the (p) value ex-

plains the signiicance of the result. The result shows that

the model is signiicant (p < 0.01) and differs from the null

hypothesis. In other words, the relationship between the

dependent and independent variables is accepted. R2 value

explains that 20% of the adjusted variance in attitude to-

wards the advertising can be explained through the four di-

mensions of sports’ endorsement. The adjusted R square is

used for the community. In this model, 19.3% of indepen-

dent variables explain the attitude of people towards adver-

tising, and 80.7% are affected by variables outside of our

model. According to the number obtained for F, which is

15.02, it is concluded that the regression model of research

is a suitable model for this research, which explained four

independent variables have high explanatory power and

well-explain the extent of dependent variable variations. As

a result, the regression model of research is accepted.

Regression analysis was also conducted on each branch of

the proposedmodel against the dependent variable. Table 4

displays the unstandardized regression coeficients (B), and

standardized regression coeficients (β) for each variable.

Regression analysis revealed that the model signiicantly (t

= 8.290, p < 0.01), predicted attitude towards advertising

which endorsed by athletes. In terms of individual relation-

ships between the independent variables and attitude to-

wards advertising, one out of four dimensions is supported

through the regression, where testimonial (t = 4.506, p <

0.05), signiicantly predict attitude towards advertising. On

the other hand, relevance (t = 0.600, p˃ .05), involvement (t

= 0.724, p ˃ .05), and congruence (t =0.079, p ˃ .05) are not

supported by the model, p values of 3 variables indicating

their insigniicance in contributing to explaining the rela-

tionship.

TABLE 4. The results of the unstandardized regression coeficients (B), and

standardized regression coeficients (β)

Unstandardized Coeficients Standardized Coeficients

B Beta t Sig

Constant 12.01 8.290 0.00

Relevance 0.093 0.048 0.600 0.540

Involvement 0.130 0.061 0.725 0.469

Testimonial 0.590 0.378 4.506 0.00

Congruence 0.003 0.007 0.079 0.937

Constant (12/01), shows the extent of the dependent vari-

able without the intervention of independent variables. On

the other hands, the total effect of the four independent

variables on the attitude toward advertisingwas 49.4% (to-

tal Beta column) and50.6%were related to external factors.

It is within our scope of research.

CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS

In this study, some effective variables in advertising that

were endorsed by athletes in social media and the con-

sumers’ attitude towards these advertising were examined.

Advertising is a message that informed customers about a

product, service or company through amonetarymedia and

encourages them to buy the product. Advertising is a con-

trol device. A message that is passed on to the customer is

selected and controlled, so it’s content of information that

a company likes to reach out to its customers. Because of

this control, perhaps the credibility of these advertisements

are decreased by customers (Mullin et al., 2014). As out-

lined in the results, there are four independent variables:

the relevance of the promotional messagewith the product,

the selection of appropriate messages or involvement, and

the testimonial made by the athlete, as well as the congru-

ency between the advertised product and the athlete. The

attitude towards advertising was also considered as a de-

pendent variable in this research, which examined each of

these variables. In connection with the message, it is im-

portant to pay attention to two issues; one that, the rele-

vant of the message with the product, it means, if the qual-

ity of a special running shoes is promoted, then the mes-

sage type should refer directly to comfort, convenience, de-

sirability and quality of shoes, and also choosing the right

message (involvement) that emphasizes the speciicity and

uniqueness of the promotional item while running, not the

beauty, color and variety of shoes. Findings showed, both

of which have a direct, positive but low intensity with at-

titude toward advertising on social media as a dependent

variable. The phenomenon of products advertising seems

to ind its place in the Iranian family, in particular, by us-

ing a famous athlete, an issue that encourages marketers

to use these sports endorsers to promote their product to

consumers. Previous studies reviled that, if the audience
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or consumers see a good relevance and involvement be-

tween the message, product, and endorser, this advertise

can serve as a convincing and effective message on the per-

ceptionof the audiences (Martin, 1996;Manta, 2013;Mullin

et al., 2014). Choosing the rightmessage aswell as the prod-

uct will have a proper impact on the viewer's perspective

or perception (Manta, 2013). The relevance and involve-

ment between message and product in advertising are im-

portant to consumers’ attitude. Consumers consider adver-

tising messages in various aspects. A good massage can be

a good means for consumer assessment. There is a positive

and signiicant relationship between the previous percep-

tion and the new consumer understanding of the product,

after seeing or hearing the appropriate promotional mes-

sage and their intention to purchase the product(Chiu,Wen,

& Lin, 2019; Martin, 1996).

Sometimes the perceptual distortion and insight of adver-

tising occurs when the recipient of the message transmits

the intention and purpose of the sender differently from the

realmeaning. This goes back to the carelessness in selecting

a promotional message. This phenomenon can cause the

message to be misunderstood and prevent marketers from

achieving their advertising goals (Mullin et al., 2014). En-

suring a purposeful, clear, and speciic message will make

the receivers understand and interpret the message cor-

rectly, and the marketers will achieve their advertising pur-

pose.

The third factor was the congruency between the athlete's

endorser and advertised product which had a positive, di-

rect but low-intensity relationship. In Iranian mass me-

dia, athletes are less likely to be used in advertising re-

lated to their professional sport, such as using them for

promotion hot drinks, canned products, dairy, engine oil

companies and so on. Therefore corporate advertising and

marketing managers should consider the congruency be-

tween endorser and advertised product. It means, if they

want to select an athlete to endorse or support their prod-

uct, it should be a sporting item or sport-related product

(Esmaeilpour, Bahrainizadeh, & Zarei, 2017). This hetero-

geneity and incongruence between the athlete and promo-

tional product do not have the expected effect on the con-

sumers’ attitude. The congruency between the athlete and

the promotional product has a direct and positive relation-

ship with the attitude towards the advertisements. When

a promoted product and endorser is in a right way, the im-

pact of this congruency is also on the success of the promo-

tional campaign. To succeed in the customer markets, the

congruency between the product and the advertiser plays a

signiicant role in the minds of the consumers and encour-

ages them to buy the product (Kamins, 1990; Kahle&Kahle,

2006). A real example of the congruence between the ath-

lete and the promotional product was in the advertise that

Nike company has done on his sports shoes using Michael

Jordan, NBA basketball player star, where both have gained

huge proits from this targeted partnership. Contrary to

this issue can be seen in the lack of congruency & coordi-

nation between Tiger Wood and Buick Cars (Smith & Stew-

art, 2014). Although Wood is one of the most famous and

valuable athletes, his partnership with Buick was not suc-

cessful. When people were shocked by seeing the image of

the Tiger in the advert of the Buick company, they explained

that the Tiger Wood image could have been more logical

and better aligned with the Cadillac machine (General Mo-

tors Manufacturing), rather than Buick, because Cadillac is

a symbol of a much more expensive, more luxurious and

sporty car that has a more congruence and integrated with

the Tiger Wood character (Thomaselli, 2008). The fourth

factor in this study was the recommendations and testi-

monial made by the athlete which had a direct correlation

with the moderate-intensity with the dependent variable.

This means, by rising the recommendation and guarantee-

ing the products or services offered by athlete endorser, the

positive attitude toward the advertising become increased.

Among the four independent variables, the testimonial vari-

able had the strongest effect on the attitude towards ad-

vertisement or sports endorsement. The testimonials that

make by a celebrity are a great way to encourage audiences

to buy a product because they trust them andmake the best

of their recommendations and promotions. Based on this

view, brands usually rely on celebrity reputation to have

excellent communication with the target community. Con-

sumers would believe that athletes recommend the prod-

ucts honestly with their professional judgment. Therefore

attitude toward advertising and purchase intention could

enhance by sports endorsement (Tsai & Wang, 2019). If

athlete testimonial want to bemore effective on consumers’

attitude, the celebrity should suggest their experience with

the product as evidence to support their recommendation

and comparing the high quality and durable of endorsed

products to other offerings from different brands (Matenga,

2019).

Generally, the results of this study showed that there is

a signiicant relationship between sport’s endorsement in

social media and consumers’ attitude towards advertising.

Among the four factors, the recommendations and guar-

antees (testimonial), provided by athletes can be a good

predictor of the consumer attitude towards the advertis-

ing promoted by athletes. Besides, people have been pro-
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moted in both the traditional marketing space and themas-

sive social media space. Therefore, it's better to do adver-

tise immensely and effectively so that the consumers eager

to see the advertisements, and the endorsement will have

the greatest impact on the minds of the audiences and the

consumers. However, in Iran, Social media seems to have

not yet managed to use its potential position to gain pub-

lic reliance on the accuracy of its advertising. On the other

hand, it is thought that this particular trust and attention of

the athletes by the people indicate their special popularity

in the community. This trust, conidence, and attention to

athletes by people show their special status among the Ira-

nian community. So, with the analysis, one can hope that

the sport's celebrities and their popularity will be used to

improve the position of advertising on social media and so-

ciety andwill seek to informand identify the product to cus-

tomers, as well as easier access, with trust the quality and

services of the products.
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